Going

for the

Gold

In the living room of the Lake Forest, Illinois, home
that designer Megan Winters shares with her
husband, Patrick, the Lucite console, gilt chairs
flanking the window, and settees, which are
covered in Schumacher fabrics, are all by Megan
Winters Collection; the artworks are by Allison
Cosmos, and the French sunburst clock is a Paris
flea-market find. Facing page: Chairs by
Schumacher line an upstairs corridor; the light
fixtures are custom made, and the wallcovering is
by Élitis. See Resources.
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Young designer Megan Winters
infuses her dream house
outside Chicago with Parisian flair, dressmaker
details, and her
own exuberant personality
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Megan Winters loves one color more than all others.
“Pink has been my friend for many years,” she confides with a smile.
“I couldn’t live without it.”
That said, Winters initially intended for there to be no pink whatsoever on the first floor of the Lake Forest, Illinois, house that she
shares with her investment-banker husband, Patrick, and their two
golden retrievers. He was understandably skeptical. He turned out
to be right: With its pink pillows and chair fabric, and a fuchsia
abstract painting by New Orleans–based artist Karina Gentinetta,
their family room is proof of Winters’s enduring passion for pink.
Set back from the road on nearly two acres, the house is at the end of
a long driveway bordered by some 60 pear trees, which she describes
as “a magical trip down the lane.” A small clapboard house once
stood on the site, but it had been abandoned for years and was in a
sorry state. With the help of a local architect, Susan Rolander, that
structure has been replaced with a gleaming four-bedroom house
designed by Winters in a style she refers to as “city French.” It features a mansard roof, classic Gallic shutters, an interior courtyard
with manicured boxwood parterres, and a charcoal-gray front door.
“To me,” she says, “that color says Paris.”
Winters herself hails from Iowa and initially worked as an investment banker before setting up a successful company with her father
manufacturing high-end shopping bags. Then, a dozen years ago,
Right: Winters and a painting by Karina Gentinetta in the family room; the
strié wallcovering is by Phillip Jeffries. Below: The media room features an

ottoman and armchairs by Winters, the sofa is a custom design, and the side
tables and tripod lamps are by Restoration Hardware; the hanging light fixtures are by Ralph Lauren Home, the pool table is by Brunswick, and the rug
is by Missoni. Facing page: The living room armchairs, covered in a Rogers
& Goffigon stripe, and cocktail tables are by Megan Winters Collection, the
vintage chandelier is by Baccarat, the mirror was found in Paris, and the floor
lamps are made from antique surveyor tripods; the linen wallcovering is by
Ralph Lauren Home. See Resources.
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The kitchen cabinetry and island are custom
made, the drum pendant lights are by the Urban
Electric Co., and the chandelier is by Restoration
Hardware; the range is by Viking, the sink fittings are
by Dornbracht, the backsplash is of subway tiles
by Ann Sacks, and the floor is ebonized white oak.
Below: Fornasetti plates in custom Lucite-andnickel frames line the stairwell; the wall is painted in
Ralph Lauren Paint’s Brilliant White. See Resources.

she was diagnosed with brain cancer and informed by her doctor
that she had six to eight weeks to live. She was having none of it: “I
told him, ‘I’m not going to die,’” she recalls, and she began reevaluating her life. Winters had always decorated her own houses, and she
realized that was her true calling. “What really makes my heart sing
is making spaces beautiful,” she says. These days, she is in complete
remission and runs her own design firm, as well as a home shop in
downtown Lake Forest.
Winters’s aesthetic is as upbeat and dynamic as her personality.
Her designs, she says, are “fearless, modern, and glamorous,” and
her own house is a perfect embodiment of that approach.
The starting point for the interiors was her desire for black window frames, doors, and floors, which she balanced throughout with
a healthy dose of white. “Black and white are such a great ground for
almost anything,” she says. “That scheme can have so many differ
ent personalities. I’m a little obsessed with it.” Some spaces, like the
master bedroom and second-floor media room, are decorated almost
entirely in stark black and white. Elsewhere, she mixed in a few other
hues, such as splashes of gold in the living room or the caramel color
of the burl-wood picture frames and desk in Patrick’s office.
The use of bold stripes—another Winters trademark—often
trumps daintier motifs. “You don’t see a lot of floral sofas from me,”
she explains. “I like things that are more architectural. I’d rather
look at an artwork or the beautiful trees outside for my pattern.”
One of the standout pieces of furniture in the house, something
Winters had her heart set on, is the glamorous 1940s Maison Jansen
table in the dining room. “That,” she admits, “was my big splurge.”
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In the dining room, the
circa-1940s table and
sideboard are by Maison
Jansen, the Louis XVI–style
chairs are vintage, the
Murano glass light fixture is
by Venini, and the table
lamps are by Suzanne Kasler
for Circa Lighting; the
wallcovering is by Ralph
Lauren Home, the curtains
are of an Osborne & Little
silk, and the abaca rug is by
Merida. See Resources.

To persuade Patrick to take the plunge on such a pedigreed piece,
she pointed out that the accompanying chairs were a veritable bargain: She’s had them for 15 years and gold-leafed them herself. “I
bought a book on how to do it and gold-leafed them out on the driveway of my house in Iowa,” she recalls.
Of course, the color pink made its way upstairs too, where, for
example, she employed a rosy toile for the guest room. Two other
bedrooms were conceived for her nieces—Claire, 13, and Charlotte, 8—who live half a mile down the road. Both girls were given
separate design meetings at her studio after school. Claire opted for
splashes of pink, a pair of wicker dogs, and sets of golden antlers
mounted on Lucite. Charlotte went for a jazzy orange zebra print.
Winters’s creativity rarely takes a break. “I think about my projects all the time,” she says, “whether I’m out on a seven-mile walk or
in my yoga class.” It was actually on a hike that her most whimsical
idea for the house came to her: to fill the stairwell with her collection of Fornasetti plates. Each stylish plate features a woman’s face,
which, for Winters, is both fitting and fun. Face, it turns out, is her
husband’s nickname for her. “I have 86 plates on the wall,” she says.
“Plus, there’s enough left to use for dinner. I’m probably done with
the plate collecting for a while.” ◾
Clockwise from top left: The toile in the guest room is by Lee Jofa, the

vintage chandelier is French, the table lamps and wallcovering are by Ralph
Lauren Home, and the hide rug is by Kyle Bunting. A pendant light fixture by
Restoration Hardware, a vintage lacquer chair, and custom-made cabinetry
in Megan’s office. A niece’s bedroom features a vintage bed, linens by Frette,
and an ottoman by Oly; the light fixture is vintage, the print is by Helen
Frankenthaler, the wallpaper is by Brunschwig & Fils, and the carpet is by
Merida. Facing page: An Eames chair and an antique burl-wood desk in
Patrick’s office; vintage Napoleon III–style armchairs are upholstered in vintage plaid blankets, the rug is by Madeline Weinrib, and the wallcovering is
by Ralph Lauren Home. See Resources.
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